


What is it? 

Where do I get it? 

What does it cost? 

How do I use it? 



What is it? Google Photos is One home 

for all your Photos – Organized and easy to 
find 

Where do I get it? If you have a Google 

Account you have access to Google Photos. 
When you have Google open you should see 
a drop down like this   

What does it cost? Nothing, Google 

Photos is Free* 



How do I use it?  It is fairly easy to use. 

The first thing is to go to settings and make a 
few decisions. The main one being storage 
use.  
 The second thing you need to do is backup 
all of your photos to Google Photos.  
This is simple but may be a little time 
consuming depending on how many photos 
you have on your computer or phone.  



If you have the Photos Icon on your Desktop 
or Taskbar you simply click on it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 
 
 
 
If not, go to Your Apps in Windows 10, locate 
Google, look for Google Photos and right click 
to pin Photos to the taskbar or put on the 
desktop. 
Once Google Photos has backed up all of your 
photos you will be able to work on them, put 
them in albums, alter and adjust them.  



Setting up Google Photos 
Open Google Photos, locate settings in the 3 
bar menu upper left corner.  
The first thing to address is the size of the 
photos you wish to backup to Google Photos. 
 
 
 





Once you have Settings taken care of, it is 
time to back-up all of your photos to Google 
Photos. This may require a few minutes or 
several days. (you are uploading all of the 
pictures on your computer to Google) 
When you see the Google Photos Back-up 
icon in the notifications bar, right click and 
make a few more settings.  

Backing up to Google Photos 





Now you let Google Photos do its thing. 
Google will locate and upload all the pictures 
on your computer. It will organize and sort 
them by date. 



Date/Day 



Editing Tools 
Double Click on photo to Edit 

Then open tools 



Select an Auto Fix or chose one or none  



Change the Lighting 



Adjust Color & and add some Pop 



Straighten & Rotate 



Crop 



Aspect Ratio 



Spot and Red Eye Fix 
• Google Photos has not included Retouch or a Spot Fixing tool. Also they did not 

include Red Eye Fix. You can still access those features in your pictures folder. 
Open the picture you wish to edit, double click it and you will see a new menu. 
From that menu click Edit, in the Edit menu chose Adjust and then Spot Fix or 
Red Eye Fix. Once complete Save your work. 

• Once  Saved it should upload to Google Photos. 

• There are also several other tools on this page you  

• You may want to experiment with.  



Photo Information Details 



Click the 3 Dots for more choices 



Share your Photos 



Return to your Photos 
Upper Left Corner Magnify your Photo 



Search Bar 



Facial Recognition  



Photos are automatically grouped  
Also Videos, Movies and Collages 



You will see this      on your Google Page upper right corner, 
letting you know Google has created a new Album or wants to 

know if you want to Rediscover this day 



Create New 
This is where you can create Albums, 

Collages and Animations 



Share your Photos 
Grant access to others 

Allow others to add photos 

Get a Link to share with others 

Link – copy and share Click to copy link 

Share 



Add Tags or comments to your Photos 



Google Photos for Smart Phone and 
Tablets with Android or Mac OS 



Photos 


